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Abstract

In November 2013, Technical Note 1822: The Process of Verification and Validation of Building Fire Evacuation Models was

released by NIST. The note was intended to open discussion about evacuation modeling, rather than provide definitive guidelines.

The aim of our paper is to add creative contribution to V&V topic.

We propose adding some qualitative tests and distinguishing a base set of tests for all kinds of models from extended set of tests

for specialized models. Moreover, the inclusion of additional tests is suggested, as well as the inclusion of some improvements and

extensions to the tests proposed in the note.
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1. Introduction

Issue of reliability is crucial in the area of crowd dynamics models and simulations, and thus the process of val-

idation and verification is a matter of great interest for researchers and practitioners. Currently, microscopic as well

macroscopic approaches (Bellomo and Dogbe (2008); Hughes (2000); Lubas et al. (2013)) are applied in crowd mod-

eling. However, it should be stressed that a vast majority of models are based on microscopic approaches - which take

into account behavior of individuals. All individual-based models (continuous and discrete), can be classified as agent-

based models eg. Bandini et al. (2009); Wąs and Lubaś (2014); Heliovaara et al. (2012). Among continuous models,

the Social Force method (Helbing and Molnár (1995)) is especially popular and developed by numerous teams (He-

liovaara et al. (2012); Wei-Guo et al. (2006); Yang et al. (2014); Dietrich et al. (2014)). On the other hand discrete

modeling paradigms are also applied, for instance Cellular Automata (CA) (Nishinari et al. (2005); Leng et al. (2014);

Wąs and Lubaś (2013)). The reliability of CA models in terms of verification and validation was recently discussed

in our paper Porzycki et al. (2014).
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Regardless of the type of applied/developed model, each developer must take into account crucial aspects of the

model’s reliability, namely validation and verification (V&V). The process of V&V includes appearance of quali-

tative phenomena such as: jamming, lanes formation, density waves or bottleneck oscillations etc., as well as an

analysis of quantitative criteria like proper fundamental diagrams (speed/density or flow/density relationships). De-

veloped models should also satisfy basic verification requirements: pedestrians ability to maintain assigned walking

speed or avoiding boundaries etc. In recent years several documents related to validation and verification have been

released: a guide by the International Maritime Organization MSC/Circ.1238 (IMO (2007)), a guide by the RiMEA

project (Rimea (2009)) (available as a whole only in German), works by Rogsch et al. (2009, 2010), as well as several

ISO standards.

It should be stressed that the mentioned above documents do not constitute comprehensive methodological guid-

ance. In order to address this issue the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) released Technical Note

1822: The Process of Verification and Validation of Building Fire Evacuation Models (Ronchi et al. (2013)). The note

summarizes current knowledge of building evacuation models V&V. In the note a set of seventeen verification tests,

recommendations for validation data-sets and suggestions for a procedure of model uncertainty analysis are proposed.

The aim of our paper is to analyze this document in the context of simulation practice and to discuss some of its

crucial aspects.

2. Tests review

We start this section with carefully reviewing each verification test. A set of these tests covers five major compo-

nents of evacuation models (Gwynne et al. (2012)):

• pedestrian pre-evacuation times,

• movement and navigation,

• exit choice,

• route availability,

• flow constraints.

2.1. Verif.1.1 Pre-evacuation time distribution

The first proposed test is devoted to verifying pedestrian pre-evacuation times. It is designed to test model ability,

to adjust the given distribution of pre-evacuation time for the simulated population.

2.2. Verif.2.1. Speed in corridor and Verif.2.2. Speed on stairs

The most extended part of the verification test is connected with movement and navigation. Both tests: 2.1. Speed
in corridor and 2.2. Speed on stairs, verify if occupants in the simulation can maintain a designated speed (1 m

s ) in

a 40 meter corridor and on 100 meter long stairs. Due to discretization errors some models do not allow an exact

speed (1 m
s ) or an exact length, therefore we propose to check if results are in a given range rather than exact results.

Moreover this test is inapplicable to macroscopic models, where one deals with crowd density (not with individuals).

2.3. Verif.2.3. Movement around a corner

Test 2.3 checks the model’s ability to simulate scenario boundaries. For given geometries, pedestrians should nav-

igate around a corner without penetrating walls. This test seems to be designed especially for the force based models,

where boundary penetration is possible. In other types of models like classical CA models or the hydrodynamic ap-

proach, walls penetration is prohibited by core model assumptions. It should be considered whether such a test should

be executed for all types of pedestrian dynamic simulation.

Two sample movement trajectories for geometry given in test 2.3, generated by the Social Distance model, with

different parameters, are shown in Fig. 1. Currently, there is no detailed knowledge about rules and patterns of corner

movement, however, we think that the requirements of this test can be extended to include qualitative verification of

pedestrian behavior eg. preference for the fastest rather than shortest paths.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Details of the geometry proposed in test 2.3. Space usage differs according to pedestrian preferences: shortest (a) or fastest path (b). Sample

results captured by Social Distances model.

2.4. Verif.2.4. Assigned occupant demographics

This test, similarly to test 1.1, verifies the model’s ability to assign given distribution of parameters to a whole

population. In this case the tested parameter is free walking speed.

2.5. Verif.2.5 Reduced visibility vs. walking speed and Verif.2.6 Occupant incapacitation

Tests 2.5 and 2.6 are designed in order to test the influence of smoke on pedestrian movement. Such functionality

is available in different types of models, however, many models focus only on pedestrian movement simulation. To

ease verification of simple crowd dynamics model we suggest moving these tests to the advance set of tests.

2.6. Verif.2.7 Elevator usage

It is a simple verification if the model is able to transfer pedestrian from one floor to another using an elevator. This

test is designed for specific evacuation scenarios, therefore similarly to tests 2.5 and 2.6 it also can be considered to

be moved to the advance set of tests.

It is worth noting that the elevators working scheme changes significantly during evacuation caused by eg. fire.

This test should be extended to verify whether a model is able to simulate the specific working schemes of elevators

during some evacuation scenarios.

2.7. Verif.2.8. Horizontal counter-flows (rooms)

In terms of crowd dynamics simulation, one of the most important tests appears to be the verification of horizontal

counter-flows. This test examines if a model is able to simulate counter-flow and its influence on pedestrian’s speed.

However, the only requirements in the note is that the passage time should decrease while the number of people in

counter-flow increases.

Authors believe that in this case, the test requirements can be extended. Without any changes in test scenario and

geometry one can add the following expected results:

• observation of line formation phenomena,

• detailed expectation about passage time (based eg. on Kretz et al. (2006)),

• lack of long term blocking.

2.8. Verif.2.9. Group Behaviours

Test 2.9 verifies if the model implements group behavior, in terms of adjusting group movement speed to its slowest

member – the whole group is supposed to leave the test area in given range of time between the first and last group

member.
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We propose to extend group behavior testing to check group ability to keep together in situations of path choice. A

detailed description of the test proposed is available in Sec. 4.2.

2.9. Verif.2.10. People with movement disabilities

The last test in the movement and navigation section, verifies if the model is able to simulate the influence of

disabled people on the evacuation process. In this scenario occupants should move from one room to another, with

and without occurrence of one disabled person.

As is written in the note, this test is designed only for models that allow agents with different dimensions - therefore

it can also be moved to the extended set of tests. The expected result is that in first case pedestrians will leave the

room faster than in the second. However, we believe that the expected results can be specified more precisely, and one

can execute simple experiments to acquire empirical data about pedestrian behavior in such a situation.

2.10. Verif.3.1 Exit choice/usage

Deterministic assignment of exits is verified by test 3.1. Occupants are expected to choose the exit they are assigned

to. Owing to the fact that many models calculate exit assignment (according to distance, density, travel speed, etc),

this test should be used carefully - even a model with realistic selection/usage of exits may fail this test.

2.11. Verif.3.2 Social influence and Verif.3.3 Affiliation

Test 3.2 verifies a model’s ability to simulate the impact of social influence on exit choice - two exits at the opposite

sides of a room are available. It is expected that if one pedestrian chooses given exit, it will increase the usage of this

exit by another pedestrian. One should notice, that in many models exit choice is separated from movement algorithm,

therefore using the same exit may be uncorrelated with social influence.

The next test is executed in the same geometry, but this time a pedestrian is expected to choose one exit more

often than another due to affiliation. We believe that such a feature is valuable, however, it is debatable if it should be

included in the basic set of tests.

2.12. Verif.4.1 Dynamic availability of exits

This test verifies pedestrian ability to change exit choice as a response to a change in condition, namely in situations

when one exit becomes unavailable. In this test it is expected that closed exit is not used by an occupant. One should

note that this is the crucial test in terms of the usage of given model in a real-time, data-driven simulation.

It is also worth considering a more sophisticated test of the availability of dynamic exits, that will verify how

information about exit availability spreads among a population - should pedestrians know immediately about the fact

of closed doors, even few rooms away?

2.13. Verif.5.1. Congestion

The last section of the test focuses on flow constraints. Test 5.1. inspects if model simulates congestion on staircase

example, for details of geometry see Fig. 2. Congestion is expected at the exit from the room and at the base of the

stairs. In the note authors propose visual evaluation of this test, however, one can consider if a more impartial method

of evaluation is possible. We propose to compare average density in consecutive parts of a room and corridor during

simulation.

2.14. Verif.5.2. Maximum flow rates

One of model’s crucial characteristics is the pedestrian flow it generate. Test 5.2 is designed in order to verify this

parameter. Occupants are expected to leave a room using a 1 m wide exit. Flow should not exceed a given threshold

(recommended: 1.33 person per meter per second).

We wonder why only maximum flow is tested. Our suggestion here is to verify obtained results using more

sophisticated characteristics like fundamental diagrams.
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Fig. 2. A staircase congestion test. Sample results generated by the Social Distances model.

3. Basic and advanced sets of tests - proposal of a division

As has been outlined in Section 2, while we believe that all the proposed tests are reasonable, some of them could

be omitted in the validation of models designed for specific use cases. We therefore propose a division of the tests

into two groups:

• The basic set - applicable for all types of models, do not include tests for specific conditions or features

• Advanced set - tests that are dependent on:

– model type (continuous/discrete, macroscopic/microscopic, etc.),

– specific features or conditions (smoke spreading, reduced visibility, elevator usage etc.),

– model applications (evacuation, comfort optimization etc.).

A model should always be able to pass a basic set of tests and to declare a set implemented features to be verified and

validated along with type specific tests. In this way a model can be verified for most basic aspects with a basic set of

tests and depending on the use case or model type with a subset of the advanced set of tests. In this way a model is

not forced to have aspects not needed for a specific use case. A model aiming to constitute a complete building fire

evacuation model, should be able to pass both the basic set and the advanced set of tests, while the tests themselves

could be applied in an organized way to verify a variety of models not only fire evacuation ones.

It should be noted that such a division can be one step toward the unification of V&V methodology of pedestrian

evacuation/movement for all fields of applications.

4. Test extensions and new tests proposal

The process of verification and validation (V&V) is a very important stage in the development and assessment of

the reliability of pedestrian dynamics models. Verification can be easily achieved by employing numerous (sometimes

"artificial") test cases, however, the validation process mainly relies on experimental/empirical data. Authors claims

that the verification test should be adjusted to the experiments setup as much as possible.

4.1. Density/velocity relation

A test is suggested to measure velocity-density relation for a single-file movement. The idea was taken from Seyfried

et al. (2007). Furthermore, the empirical data are available for validation. This verification and validation test is ap-

propriate to verify, whether microscopic models are able to reproduce the empirical relation between velocity and

density in simple geometry. The test method is a quantitative evaluation of model results, i.e. the comparison between

the results produced by the model and the empirical data.

Geometry: The geometry of this test is presented in Fig. 3

Scenario: To achieve diverse densities, the scenarios with 15, 20, 25, 34 pedestrians can be executed. Pedestrians

are uniformly distributed through the corridor. They should move around passageway three times and avoid passing

other pedestrians.

Expected result: The expected result is that the measured individual velocity should decrease (linearly) with

increasing density, see Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. The geometry of the proposed velocity-density relation test.
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Fig. 4. Fundamental diagram of pedestrians movement on flat surfaces with empirical data by SFPE Handbook (Association and of Fire Protec-

tion Engineers, 2002), (Predtechenskii and Milinskii, 1978), (Weidmann, 1993), (Seyfried et al., 2007), (Mori and Tsukaguchi, 1987)

4.2. Group coherence

The following test is designed in order to verify the model’s ability to maintain group coherence. In situation of

more than one available solution, all groups of pedestrians usually chose the same path.

Geometry: Details of test geometry are presented in Fig. 5

Fig. 5. Geometry layout of the proposed group coherence test.
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Scenario: A group of 12 occupants are located in the beginning of the corridor, they should move to the exit.

Pedestrian speed and pre-movement time should be assigned using the chosen distribution. Occupants do not have

any affiliation to a specific path. There is no leader in the group.

Expected results: All members of group are expected to choose one path to exit. Moreover, similarly to test 2.9

they should reach the exit together in a given range of time between the first and last pedestrian.

4.3. Discretization errors

There is huge group of crowd dynamics models that uses space discretization. Such an approach has many advan-

tages. However, among its drawback are discretization errors that can affect simulated crowd parameters. This test is

designed for discrete method to verify how discretization affect pedestrian flow.

Geometry: A 6 m by 8 m room connected with a 10 m long corridor. The door to the corridor is located in the

middle of one wall. In consecutive runs of the experiment the width of corridor should increase by 10 cm from 0.5 m

to 1.5 m. Details of test geometry are presented in Fig.: 6

Fig. 6. Geometry layout of proposed discretization errors test.

Scenario: Populate the room with 50 occupants. Pedestrian speed should be assigned using the chosen distribution,

and no pre-movement time. All occupants should leave the room and corridor through the exit at the end of corridor.

Expected results: Pedestrian flow in the middle of the corridor should increase linearly with the growth of corridor

width, as has been shown in Seyfried et al. (2009). A discretization error can disturb this linear growth. We therefore

propose a linear correlation coefficient between the flows in consecutive runs of experiments as a simple method to

measure the influence of a discretization error on pedestrian flow.

4.4. Pedestrian dynamics phenomena

To assess qualitative verification several important phenomena need to be captured by the model, for example:

• density waves (stop-and-go waves) - these typically occur in a densely crowded corridor (close to the density

that causes the total absence of movement). We can use a Verif.2.1. Speed in a corridor test with slight

modifications. Uniformly distributed pedestrians with high density up to 7 P
m2 moving in the same direction.

• oscillations - in counter-flow at bottlenecks, e.g. doors, one can sometimes observe oscillatory changes in the

direction of motion. We should observe this on the occasion of Verif.2.8. Horizontal counter-flows (rooms) test.

• freezing-by-heating effect - at sufficiently high crowd density and under extreme conditions (panics) pedestrians

lanes are disturbed by increasing fluctuation. This leads to the formation of blockage which may a have regular

structure Helbing et al. (2000). The Verif.2.8. Horizontal counter-flows (rooms) test with modification, may

be used to observe this effect, e.g. in a situation where there are 100 pedestrians in each room moving to the

opposite room.

• jamming - usually occurs at high crowd density and in places where the capacity is reduced (bottleneck). This

phenomenon can be observed in the Verif.5.1. Congestion test.

• lane formation - in counter-flow when two groups of pedestrians are moving in opposite direction, lanes are

formed for those people who move in same direction. The number of lanes is not constant and changes over

time. Some quantitative empirical data and experimental setup can be find in Kretz et al. (2006).
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5. Summary

We believe, that Technical Note 1822, released by NIST, is a valuable initiative concerning the verification and

validation of evacuation models. It is not an easy task to propose a unified guide, due to the fact of the existence of

different evacuation models and methodologies. We analyze all proposed stages of validation and verification in the

context of the application of different models of crowd dynamics and finally we propose some amendments.

Due to the fact that pedestrian dynamics models have diverse field of application and duration of validity, the

authors claim that the set of verification tests should be divided into two independent subsets. One of them - the basic
set of tests - verifies basic crowd dynamics properties. The second advanced set should cover the specific tests which

depend on model type, application, etc.

We propose three additional tests that examine: the density/velocity relation, group coherence and discretization

errors. It should be stressed that using empirical data for geometry and test scenarios is a key factor for the validation

process. Moreover we propose for further discussion the fact that qualitative validation of emerging phenomena

(density waves, oscillations, lane formation, jamming, freezing by heating) is possible on the base of the existing test.

The authors believe that the Verification and Validation process has a crucial role in crowd dynamics modeling.

NIST’s Technical Note 1822 is a worthwhile initiative to unify the question of crowd dynamics models testing. As

the note was intended to open discussion of this topic, this paper is intended as a voice in that debate.
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